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Suppose that (s,, I,), e a o , (sk, 1,) are pairs of vertices of a graph. When can one choose a path 
between s, and I, for each i, all pairwise edge-disjoint? Monger’s theorem as~swcrs this when 
s IV@I@,h&V s I ,, . , , , I,, take only two distinct values, hut the general problem is unuolvcd, Wc 
ssttlc the two next simplest cases, 
(i) when k E- 2, and 
(ii) when sir , . , , skr I Ir , , I , fk t&e anly three distinct vabs=-=the solution to this is oktained 
by applying a theorem of Mader, 
WC obtain both good eharactcriaatians and good algsri:hms foi these problems, The 
analogous “vertex-disjoint” problems arc ~IXI salved, 
1. IntroQuctisn 
Let G = (V, E) be a graph (finite, possibly with loops and multipie edges), and 
suppose that Fcr E. We say that F is G-separable if the following is true. 
1.1, Far each e E F there is a circuit C, of G using e, such that ior distinct e, ek F, 
C, and C,# have no edges in common. 
It will be seen that the problem “when is F G-separable?” is equivalent to the 
problem described in the abstract, the pairs (Si, ti) (1~ i s k) corresponding to the 
ends of the dummy edges in F = {el, . . . , ek}. We prefer the circuit form of the 
problem for notational convenience. 
Menger’s theorem provides a necessary and sufficient condition for a set F of 
parallel edges to be G-separable, but in the general case no such result is known. 
In this paper me deal with the two simplest cases not reducible to Menger’s 
theorem, 
(i) when IFI = 2, (and 
(ii) when each ed,ge of F joins two of three given vertices. 
(i) is the main new result of the paper, because we derive the solution to (ii) from 
a theorem of Mader, by an elementary construction. These results are stated and 
proved in Sections 2 and 3. 
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WC say that Fc E is jammed 
lHX) n F( > (a(X) - F(. 
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(in G) if for some XC V, 
[d(X) &not es the set of edges with one end in X and the other in V-X, and 
there fore includes no loops.] 
1.2. If F is jammed in GI then F is not G-separab!e. 
Pmof. Suppose that F is G-separable, and let C, (e E F) be the corresponding 
circuits. Fix Xc V; now for each e E a(X) n F, C, uses an edge of a(X) - F, 
because it uses an even number of edges in a(X) and olrly one in a(X) n F. The 
CF*s are edge-disjoint; and so 
la(X) - Fla la(X, n Fl 
and F is not jammed, as required. 
The converse is not true, in general; the smallest counterexample (G, F) is 
given by tE:e graph G of Fig. 1, when F = (e,, e,}. Here F is not jammed, but is 
not G-scparable either. 
For future reference we state here the edge form of Menger’s theorem, and one 
of its corollari3. 
1.3. Theorem. Let s, t be the vertices of a graph G = (V, E) and k 2 0 some 
irtteger. Then the following are equiuafent: 
li) there are k paths between s and t, pairwise edge-disjoint. 
(ii) for each X E V with s E X, t$ X, we have la(X)1 2 k. 
[A path has no repeated vertices. We permit the path with one vertex and no 
1.4. corollary. Let G = (V, E) be a graph, and k 3 0 some integer, and let Z c V 
Fig. 1. 
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and tl, . . . , t,k E V be given. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) there are k paths Pi (1 s s k) of G, pairwise edge-disjoint, such that each P. i 
has one end lti and the othrer in Z, 
(ii) for each XC V with Z c X, 
Proof. We construct a new graph as follows: identify all verzices in Z in a single 
vertex s; take ,a new vertex t; and for i = 1, . . . , k, add a,c edge between ti and t. 
Apply 1.3 to the result. 
Clearly 1.3 implies that if all edges in F are parallel, then F is G-separable if 
and only if F is not jammed. But we can deduce a somewhat stronger result, the 
following. 
1.5. Let G = (V, E) be a graph, s E V some vertex, and let F c E only contain edges 
incident with s. Then F is G-separable if and only if F is not jammed. 
Proof. Let F =(e,, . . . , ek}, and let tl,. . . , tk be the other ends of e,, . . . , e, 
respectively. Delete el, . . . , ek9 and apply I.4 to the result, taking Z = (s). 
WL see that the simplest cases of our problem left unanswered are indeed the 
two L ;a.z;ded in this paper. 
Let us digress for a moment to discuss a related problem which is perhaps more 
familiar, the multicommodity flow problem. It is this (or at least can be easily 
reduced to this by elementary constructions). Suppose that G = (V, E) is a graph, 
and (sl, tl), . . . , (Sk, tk) are pairs of vertices, as before. When is the following true? 
1.6. There exist flows F,, . . . , Fk, each of value 1, such that Fi has source Si and 
sink ti, and such that for each edge e E E, 
C IFi(4 s 1. 
[Strictly we should direct the edges before talking about F,(e), but we are only 
concerned with its numerical value anyway.] 
For i=l,..., k add a new edge e, with ends si, ti, forming a graph G’. Let F 
be {e,, . . . , ek). It will be seen that the flows F!. . . . , Fk in 1.6 exist and can be 
chosen integer-valued if and only if F is G’-separable; and secondly that if 1.6 is 
true, then F is not jammed in G’, even if the flows are not integer-valued. Thus 
F is G’-separable + 1.6 is true 3 F is not jammed in G’. 
Neither converse implication holds in general. For in Fig. 2 the flows F,, F2 exist 
but cannot be chosen integer-valuc:d; while with the graph G of Fig. 3 1.6 is false 
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Fig. 2. 
but F is not jammed in G’. (Hu [3] gave a slightly more complicated example 
with only three distinct pairs (Si, li)*) 
A fairly large amount of work has been done on conditions for the truth of 1.6. 
The most important result (apart from the max-flow min-cut theorem itself) is 
Hu’s two-Tommodity flow theorem [3], which asserts that 
1.6 true e F not jammed in C’ 
provided that the list (s,, 1,). . . . , (skr tk) includes only two distinct pairs. (For a 
short proof, see [ 111.) This has recently been extended-in [ 121 the same 
conclusion is proved under the weaker hypothesis that 
I( SI 9 l l l , Sk, 11, . . . . tk)l -t. 
That paper includes a further discussion of the problem. 
Now we return to 1.1. We require a necessary and sufficient condition for F to 
he G-separable, the failure of which should be “easily” demonstrable when F is 
not G-separable. This we would have if we could constructively characterize the 
set ?Z of those pairs: (G, F) in which F is not G-separable but F is (G/e)-separable 
for every edge e E E-F. [For E’S E, G\ E’ and G/E’ denote the results of 
rcspectilrely deleting and contracting the members of E’; and we occasionally 
81 f 1 
PA ‘8 
s2t3 s3t4 v2 
Fig. 3. 
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abbreviate G \{e} by G \ e etc.] This is because we could then say “F is 
G-separable if and only if there is no E’c E - F such that (G/E’, F) E Ce”, for 
separability is preserved under such contraction. 
Such a characterization is not known in general. Essentially, what we shall do is 
characterize the members of % which satisfy our special conditions (viz. IFI = 2 
and FE ({x1, x2, x3})). [For XC V, (X) denotes the set of edges with both ends in 
X.1 This is a reasonable partial result because these special conditions are 
preserved under contraction too. 
When G is disconnected, we can determine whether F is G-separable by 
studying the components of G separately. Thus we may, and shall henceforth, 
confine ourselves to consideration of connected graphs. {The reader may work out 
for himself what members of %’ are overlooked because of this.) 
2. Two disjoint paths 
In this section we deal with the case [ F1 = 2. Let 9~ be the set of all pairs 
(G, {e,, e2}), satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) G = (V, E) is connected, and el, e, E E are distinct, 
(ii) all vertices of G have valency ~3, 
(iii) G can be drawn in the plane with no edges crossing except e,, e2 which 
cross exactly once. [Here we do not permit el and e2 to touch tangentially. Note 
that e, and e2 may have common ends. In (ii) loops contribute twice to the 
valency of a vertex.] 
It is easy to see that if (G, {e,, e,}) E 9, then {e,, e,) is not G-separable; we shall 
prove the converse, that if {e,, e2} is not G-separable, then (G/E’, {e,, e2}) E 9 for 
some E’c E - {e,. e2}. (Note, however, that not all members of 9 are contraction- 
minimal counterexamples; we shall identify the contraction-minimal ones later.) 
Some small members of 9 are given in Fig. 4. We observe that in each of these 
graphs, {e,, e,) is jammed. This is not always the case; the smallest example which 
is not jammed is the graph of Fig. 1. 
2.1. If el. e2 are distinct edges of G = (V, E) arid G is connected, then {e,, e,) is 
jammed in G if and only if (C/E’, {e,, e,}) occurs in Fig. 4 for some E’c 
E -ieI, e2L 
The proof is clear. 
2.2. Suppose that e,, e2 arc &stinct edges of a connected graph G = (V, E), and 
(e,, e,‘, is not G-separable but is not jammed. Suppose further that {e,, e,) is 
(G/e)-separable for every e E E-(el, e,). Then e, and e2 are not adjacent; and G ih 
cubic, loopless, and la(X)1 24 for every XC V with IX), IV- Xi 2 2. 
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ploof. There is a circr?it of G using e2 and not e, since (e,, e,> is not jammed. But 
Cc,,, et) is not G-separable, a;;d so et (and similarly ez) is not a loop. By (lS), eI 
and ez arc not adjacent. Let ei have ends si, ti (i = 1,2). 
Let c be ;any edge different from e:, e2. {e,, e,} is (G/e)-separable, and so there 
arc circuits C;‘, Cs of G, edge-disjoint except that they both use e, and with CF 
using a, (i = 1,2), We deduce 
(i) e is not a loop, and hence G is loopless; 
(ii, for every XG V with X# 8, V we have Ia(X)l 23; for a(X) # 8, and hence 
contains some P# el, e2, and therefore also contains another edge from both c;’ 
and c”;. 
(iii) for every X E V with 1x1, /V--X( 2 2 we have la(X) 24. For suppose that 
s 3. For any X’C X, 
3 9 laJx,l = la,(X’)I + l&(X - X’)l-2)&-,,(X’)I 
and so by (ii), if $4 # X' # X, then )&-&X’)la 2. Hence G 1 X (and similarly 
V- X)) is connected and bridgeless. [G 1 X denotes the graph (X, (X)). A 
e of a graph is an edge f such that (f} = a(X) for some XC V.] a(X) does not 
contain both e1 and e2 because {e,, e,} is not jammed in G. Thus one of el, e2 (e, 
say) has both ends in one of X, V-X( V- X say). There is a circuit of G I (V-X) 
using e2 because G I( V- X) is bridgeless. (e,, et} is not G-separable, and so no 
circuit of G 1 X uses c I ; but G 1 X is brid@eus, and so e, has at least one end in 
V- X. But IXi s 2 and G 1 X is connected, and so has an edge e say. Then 
ef el, e,, and c, c2 both us:: two edges of a(X), which is impossible. 
Finally, we deduce that G is cubic. Let v E V be some vertex, and let H be 
ei. e2. There do not exist paths PI, . . . , P4 of El, edge-disjoint, between v and 
$1. Ii, S2, l2 respectively, because {e,, e,} is not G-separable. Thus by 1.4 with 
2 = (v) there exists XE V with ZI E .X and 
~~,(X)pqV-X?n{s,, 21, s,, ZJl- 
{P,,(X) f $ . and so V - Xl 2 2. Suppose that 1x13 2. Then by (iii), la, (X)1 2 4, and 
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SO 
I(V-X)n{sl, 4, s2, t211+l&AX)nk~9 e2W. 
But this is impossible, and so X = {v}, and v has valency ~3. By (ii) the valency is 
exactly 3, and G is cubic, as required. 
2.3. Lemma. Suppose that H is a 2-connected planar graph drawn without cros- 
sings in the plane; and that s 2, t,, t2 are distinct vertices on the boundary of the 
infinite region, and that P is the path between s2 and t2 around the boundary of the 
infmite region which does not pass through 1,. Suppose further that r is some vertex. 
Then either there is a path from r to t,, edge-disjoint from P or there is a set 
X E V(H) with r E X, s2, t,, t2 # X, and with l&_,(X>l = 2 and with both members of 
a,(X) used by P. 
This result is intuitively obvious, and its proof is disproportionately boring (and 
straigh tforward). We leave it as an exercise for the reader. Now for the main 
theorem. 
2.4. Suppose that el, e2 are distinct edges of a connected graph 
the following are equivalent: 
(i) {e,, e2) is G-separable, 
(ii) there is no E’s E-(e,, e,) such that (GIE’,{e,, eZ})E9. 
G = (V, E). Then 
Proof. Clearly (i) 3 (ii); we prove the converse by induction on IEI. We assume 
therefore that (ii) is true for G, and that (i) and (IQ are equivalent for all graphs 
with fewer edges than G. 
In view of 2. I, {e,, e,} is not jammed in G. iMoreover, by induction, {e,, e,) is 
(G/e)-separabl f e or every e E E - {e,, e,), and so by 2.2 we may assume that e1 
and e2 have no common end, that G is cubic and loopless, and that 
(1) for X c V with 1x1, IV- X[ 22 we have la,(X)l>4. 
Let si, ti be the ends of ei(i = 1,2). Then sl, tl, s2, t2 are all distinct. Moreover, we 
may assume that 
(2) no pair of s l, tl, s2, t2 are adjacent in G\e,, e2. 
To see this we must examine two cases. 
(a) Suppose that sl, t, are adjacent; then ]&.({s,, tl})l ~2, contrary to (1) above. 
Similarly s2, t2 are non-adjacent in G\ el,e2. 
(b) Suppose that sl, s2 are adjacent in G \ e,, e2, joined by an edge e say. Let 
&({s,, s2}) be {eI, ez, fl, f2} say, where fl # f2 and fi is incident with si(i = 1,2). Let 
G’ be (G \ e)/f ,, f2; then G’ is connected, but we may assume that {e,, e,) is not 
G’-separable. Thus by induction, 
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for some E’S EfG’)-(e,, e,}; but then 
(GE’, {e,, e2)> E 9 
as is easily seen. This contradicts our hypothesis (ii). Thus s1 and s2 are not 
adjacent (and similarly for the other three pairs). 
Let el, e,,, eh be the three edges of G incident with sl. Clearly G \ ele2 is 
connected and bridgeless because of (l), and hence is 2-connected. Let H be the 
raph obtained from G by deleting s1 and e2. We claim 
(39 l-f is 2-connected. 
t-l is certainly connected, because G \ ele2 is 2-connected. Suppose that f is a 
hridgc of I=?, and i,,(X) = (f} for some X E V- {s,}; that is, 
&(X9 - (e,, ezr eo, e;) = {fl. 
By replacing X by X U{s,) if necessary we may assume that this equation holds 
for some X c V and that a,(X) contains at most one of e, , e,, eh. Thus 
~3, and yet a,(X)#P), and so by (l), either (X(= 1 or IV-X(= 1; and 
morccmr, &(X) contains both e2 and ol:e of e,, e,, e& Thus s1 is adjacent to an 
end of et, contrary to (2) above. It follows that H ic bridgeless and therefore 
2-connected. 
(49 {e,. er) is not Jcrmmed in G \ e,,. 
Farsupposethat Xe_Vandfl#X# V.If Xn(V-{s,})=Q)orif V-{s,)cX,then 
i),;(X) = {e,, e,,, e:,); and otherwise a,(X) contains at least two edges of If, since H 
is connected and bridgeless. In either case 
and so {e,, ez) is not jammed in G \ e,,. 
C9n the other hand, we may assume that {e,, e,) is not (G \ e,)-separable, and so 
by induction there exists E’ c E - {e,,, e,, e,) such that 
((G \ e,,)/E’, k,, e,)) E 9 
and further, such that (G \ eJ/E’ is loopless. Choose E’ minimal with these 
properties. We shall show that we may assume E’ = 8. 
Since s, has valency 2 in G \ e,,, it follow from the minimality of E’ that e& $ E’. 
But G”= (G \ e,,UE’. By (49, { e,, e,) is not jammed in G*, and so e,, e, have no 
common end in G*, and I V(G*)( 24. 
For each u E V(G*), let X, c V be t?ae set of vertices of G which become 
identified under contraction of E’ to form v. Let r, r’ be t5e other ends of e,, eb in 
G respectively. For each v E V( G”), Ia&{ v))! s 3, but l&(X,)( 2 4 if lXvl 2 2 by 
(1 b above (because (V-Xc.> 1 since /V(G*)I ~4), and so either eoE&(XU) or 
= I. Moreover, if ~[,E&(X~. and s1 E X, then IXcl = 1 since e&g E’. Thus if 
f? E V(G*) such that r~ XR. Then E’ = (X,), and to show that E’= fL4 it
(X,) == 8. Suppose tjerefore that e E E has both ends in X,. 
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By (1) above, l&(X,)I 24, but (a,*({R})I~3, and so l&(X,)( =4; a,(XR) =(fl, 
f2, f3, bl say, where one of f f f f 1, 2, 3, 4 is e,. No two of sl, tl, s2, t2 are identified 
under contraction of E’, and so X, contains at most one of sl, cl, s2, t2. By 
induction, {el, e,) is (G/e)-separable, and so there are circuits Cl, C2 of G, both 
using e but otherwise edge-disjoint, and with Ci using ei (i = 1,2). Then both C1 
and C2 use two edges of a&X,); we relabel so that C1 uses fl and f3, and C, uses 
f2 and f4. Add two new edges el,, e$ to G I X,, joining the end of f1 to the end of 
f3, and the end of f2 to the end of f4, respectively, forming a graph K. Clearly we 
may assume that {el,, e:) is not K-separable, but K is connected, and has fewer 
edges than G, and so for some E”cE(K)-{e’,, ei} we have (K/E”,{e’,,e;})~9. 
Now K\, el,, ei is connected, and so we may assume that K/E” has no loops; and 
moreover, E”# E(K)-{e’,, ek} and so E”c E’. On the other hand 
W \ eoW”, h, e2N E 9 ; 
this contradicts the minimality of E’, and proves that E’= 8. Thus 
(G \ e,, {e,, e,)) E 9. Take a drawing of H in the plane without crossings, with r’, 
t2, tl, s2 occurring on the boundary of the infinite region in that order. Let P be 
the path between s2 and t2 around the boundary of the infinite region which 
passes through r’ and therefore not through t,. We may suppose that there is no 
path in H between r and tl, which is edge-disjoint from P, because if there is then 
we can add e,,, e,, e2 to make circuits showing that {e,, e,} is G,-separable. Thus by 
2.3 there is a set XE V(H) with E X and sz, tl, t2q! X, and with l+.,(X)l = 2 and 
with both the edges of a,_,(X) used by P. Now e,, ez#ac(X)7 and so (a,J(X)l ~3; 
and so by (l), X = {r}. The edges in a,(X) are used by P; and ~~3 P passes through 
r. But then 
a contradiction, as required. 
As we remarked earlier, not all members of 9 are contraction-minimal 
counterexamples. Let go c 9 be the subset consisting of those (G, {el, e2}) satisfy- 
ing &he conclusion of 2.2; that is, G is cubic, loopless, and Ia( 24 for every 
Xc7 V with 1x1, IV-Xl ~2, and el, e, are not adjacent. These are the 
contraction-minimal members; formally, we have the following. 
2.5. (i) If (G, { el, e,}! E Do and e E E -{e,, e,), then {e,, e,} is (G/e)-separa!de. 
(ii) If {e,, e,) is not separable in a connected graph G, but is not jammed, then 
(G/E’, {e,, e2))E !Bo for some E’S E-{e,, e,}. 
Proof. (sketch). If (G, {e,, e,})E go and e E E -{el, e,} has ends s, t say, then for 
each XC V with s, t E X we have 
lwol b Iw- x) nb,, cl, s2, t,>l 
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where s,, t, are the ends of ei (i = 1,2), and H is G \ e,, e2. Thus by 1.4 with 
= (s, I), {e,, e2) is (G/e)-separable. This proves (i). (ii) follows from 2.2. 
We can deduce the following corollary from 2.4 (for which I do not see En easy 
proof). 
2.6. 1 el, et are distinct non-adjacent edges oj a graph G = (V, E), and Ia( 2 3 
for e&y X E V with $3 # X# V, with strict inequality unless 1X1= 1 or I V- X( = 1, 
and if further G has crossing number ~2, then {e,, e2} is G-separable. 
prcbot, There is no E’ c E - {e,, ez) such that (G/E’, {e,, e2)) E 9 except possibly 
E’= 9. from the hypothesis about a(X). E’= fl fails because of the crossing 
number. The conclusion follows from 2.4. 
We also observe that “most” of the graphs in 9 are non-planar. (Not “all 
except jammed arrangements’- beware of the graph of Fig. 1.) It can be shown 
that if G is planar and (e,, e2) is not jammed, then {e,, e,} is G-separable If and 
only if there is no E’S E - (e,, e2) such that contraction of E’ give!5 Fig. 1. Indeed, 
for planar graphs, the full integral form of the 2-commodity flow problem can be 
solved, as follows. 
27. ff G = (V, E) is a planar connected graph, and sl, tl, s2, t2 c V, and F s E 
OMIT contains edges with ends si, ti for some i = 1,2, then either F is G-separable, or 
there exists E’S E - F such that F is not (G/E’)-separable and G/E’ has at ntost 
four vertices. 
For the proof, see [ 131. 
3. Mader’s theorem 
The solution to our second problem (Fc, ({x,, x2, x3})) is obtained by an 
elementary construction from a special case of a theorem of Mader [‘7], whkh we 
now discuss. Suppose that G = (V, E) Zs a graph, and A c V. A principal path (for 
the pair (G, A )) is a path with differem ends, which are both in A. When do there 
exist k edge-disjoint principal pathi; . ? Menger’s theorem answers this when 
= 2, but the general solution is provided by Mader’s theorem. 
Clearly, if (G, .A) has k edge-disjoint principal paths, then so does (G/E’, A’), 
for any E’S E, (where A’ corresponds to A) provided that the contraction does 
not identify two members of A. Thus one might examine and hope to characterize: 
the contraction-minimal pairs ((3, A) without k edge-disjoint principal paths. This 
characterization is what we need, but Mader’s approach is not quite the same, and 
so w l have to begin by putting his theorem into this form. 
F” .i;t, a notational convention. There: is an obvious correspondence between the 
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edges of G/E’ (for E’c E) and the edges of G in E - E’, and so statenients such 
as “there does not exist E’ c E - F such that: (G/E’, F) E 9” make sense. How- 
ever, vertices are more awkw>rd. We make the convention that when G = (V’ E) 
is a graph and A G V. we shall identify A with the corresponding subset of the 
vertices of G/E’ (for E’S E) only when no two vertices of A have been identified 
during contraction. Thus the assertion (when A c V) that (G/E’, A) E $21 (where 9 
is a collection of pairs (G’, A’) with A’E V( G’)) will imply that no vertices in A 
are identified during contraction. 
Let 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(4 
9: be the collection of pairs (G, A) satisfying the following conditions: 
G = ( V, E) is a loopless graph, 
AcV, /A~=Fz, 
no two vertices in A* = V-A are adjacent, 
p(G, A) := I(A)1 +CaeEA* &d(a*), c k, 
for UEA and a*cA*, either d(a*) = 0 or there are at most 
$d(a*)l +p(G, A)- k edges with ends a, a*. 
[H ere r x1 and Lx, denote the upper and lower integer part of x respectively. 
d(u) denotes the valency of u E V.] 
If (G, A) E !Bi, then there do not exist k edge-disjoint paths, because every 
principal path uses either an edge in (A) or two edges incident with some 
a% A”; and moreover when d(a*) is odd for some U*:E A”, not all the edges 
incident with a* can be used in a collection of edge-disjoint principal paths. The 
result follows by counting and using the fact that p( G, A) < k. The reader may 
verify that every member of 9: is contraction-minima1 such that these k paths do 
not exist. (It is here that condition 4~) is used.) We now deduce that these are the 
only graphs which are contraction-minimal without k edge-disjoint paths. 
3.1. Let G = (V, E) be a gruph and let A c V, and let k 2 0 be some integer. Then 
the following are equivalent: 
(i) there do not exist k cage-disjoint principal paths for (G, A), 
(ii) there is a partition 9 = {X,: a E A U A*) of V, for some index set A* disjoint 
from A, such that a E X, (a E A) and such that 
(iii) for some E’E E, (G/E’, A) E 9$*,. 
[Here E(9) is the set of edges of G whose ends are in two different members of 
{X, : a E A}.] 
Proof. Mader [7] proved the difficult part, the equivalence of (i) and (ii). We have 
seen already that (iii) + (i); it therefore suffices to prove that (ii) 3 (iii). 
Choose a partition 9 satisfying (ii), with Xn # fl (a E A U A*). Let q,(9) denote 
IE(~>l+ c &%*>lJ . 
a*EA* 
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Let y2( 9) denote the number of edges of G with] ends in different members of 9. 
Let yJ.9) be IA*I. Choose P such that q*(P) is minimum, and subject to this 
constr:,int., choose P such that q3(P) is maximum. 
( 1) No edge has its ends in two different members of {Xa*: a* E A*}. 
For suppose that a( X,) lL3( X,#) # 8, for distinct c, C’E A*. Define 
sP’= (X:(: a E A U(A*-{c’))} 
where 
X, = X,, (a# cl, x:=x,ux,. 
Tbsn y&S’) s y,(8) < k, and t&3”) <q&P), a contradiction. 
A*, G 1 Xu+ is connected. 
f-or suppose that X, := X1 U X2, where c E A*, a(X,) %$X2) = $4, and 
Define 
9 ‘-{Xi: a c A U(A*U{c’})} 
where c’ is a new element, by 
x:,== x, (crfc, c’), xc = x,, xp &. 
Then (11(9’)< %(g)< k and ~(9’) = q2(8), and q&P’) > q&P), a contradiction. 
(-3) FM LI E A, G 1 Xa is connected. 
f-or suppose that X, = X1 n X2, where c E A, a(X,) n a(&) = @, c E X1, and 
I.ct 13 6 A’ he the set of all a* E A* such that Xa* contains a vertex adjacent to a 
vet .2x in X2. Define 
9’ = {XL: a E A U ((A* - B) U (c’))} 
where c’ is a new element, by 
X: = Xu (a # c, c’). Xi = X,, Xsr= U{Xa*: a*E&}UX2. 
Then t@‘)s tlr(9)< k, and q2(sP’)~q,@V. Thus equality holds here; but then 
riJ 9’1 r y@% a contradiction. 
(4) For u E A and IDEA*, either &%+) = 8, or there are at most 
wx,,*)p + y, -. @y-k 
edges with one end in Xa nnd the other in Xa*. 
For suppose that c E A and C* E A” do not satisfy this. Let x be ld(XC)na(XC*)); 
we may assume, since 4(X=*) # $4, that x# 0 (by choosing the worst c E A). Define 
.P’=(X:: a E A U(A*-{C”})} 
hY 
x:=x, hlfc), xc. = XC U J$*. 
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Then 
90’) = 91(P) - L#(X,*)l, + (8(X,+)1 - x, 
and so 
qAw=k- 1; 
moreover, q2( 9’) < q2( P), since x > I), a contradiction. 
Thus (1). (2), (3), (4) are established. Now we contract every edge with both 
ends in the same member of 9, and we obtain a member of $Z$,, as required. 
Now we can apply Mader’s theorem to deduce our result. Let %( k1,2, &, k,,,) 
be the set of pairs (G, F) with the following properties: 
(i) F 5 ({x,, x2, x3}) for some vertices x1, x2, x3 of G, and contains ki i . edges 
between Xi and Xj (1 s i, i s 3), with ki,i = 0( 1 s i s 3). 
6) W\ F, (xl, x2, x3>) E @? 
(iii) dG\F(Xi) 2 ki (i = 1,2,3), where 
ki = ki,i+l+ ki,i+2 reading the suffices mod 3. 
3.2. Let x,, x2, x3 be vertices of a connected graph G = (V, E), and let FE 
({XI, ~2, ~3)) contain ki,j edges between Xi and Xj (1 s i, j 6 3), with ki,i = 0 
(1~ i s 3). Then the joliowirig are equivalent: 
(i) F is G-separable. 
(ii) F is not jammed in G, and there is no E’ E E - F such that (G/E’, F) E 
Wk,.zq k2.39 k3.1 )a 
Proof. Obviously I(i) =$ (ii): we prove the converse. Delete F from G, take three 
new vertices a,, a2, az, and add ki (= k i,i+ I+ k i i+2) new edges joining 9i to 
Xi (i = 1,2,3). Let the new graph be G*. Then clearly F is G-separable if and 
only if (G”, A) has I FI edge-disjoint principal paths, where A = {a,, a2, a,}. By 
3.1 we may assume that 
(G*/E’, A) E 9’“’ 3 
for some E’c, E(G*). 
Suppose first that for 1 s i s 3, E’ contains air edge joining Xi and 9i. NO pair of 
a,, a2, a3 are identified under contraction, and therefore x1, x2, x3 also remain 
distinct. Let Xi be the set of vertices of G* identified with Xi under contraction: 
then Ia,* 2 kiy since F is not jammed in G; but then (G/E’, F) E 
wQ.27 k2,3, k,,,) contrary to hypothesis. 
Thus we may assume that x3 and a3 (say) do not become identifi 3 under 
contraction. Write G’ for G*/E’. Every vertex a* E V( G’) - A is adjacent to all 
three members of A, because (G’, A) E SF’, and so there are at most 
$d(a*)l +p(G’, A)- k <$d(a*) 
edges between a and a* for any a E A. Thus G’ has at most four vertices (because 
only one vertex of G* is adjacent to a,). Now since F 1s not jammed in G, 
&*(ai)a ki (i = 1,2,3) 
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as before. But 
p(6’,A)+ ‘3 d,(a))-; 
ClGA 
V(G’)Id4, and so 
p(G’, A)+(fc, + k,+k,)-_:. 
On the other hand, 
and is an integer; this is a contradiction, and completes the proof. 
3.2 solves our problem when F contains no loops; and the reader will 
understand that the presence of loops introduces only notational difficulty. 
4. VerW-d%joint paths 
It is known that 1.3 has an analogue for vertex-disjoint paths, viz. Menger’s 
thcorcm, and one might wonder about similar analogues for our two results. One 
motivation could be that Shiloach [14] has (independently) found a good al- 
gorithm to solve the vertex-disjoint version of the first problem. 
There is indeed an analogue of 2.4, the following. [Where G = (V, E) is a graph 
and A c V. we denote the set of vertices on V-A which are adjacent to some 
vertex in A by AA.] 
4.1. l_~t sI, 1,. sz, t2 be distinct vertices of a graph G = (V, E). Then just one of the 
following is true: 
lib there are paths joining s1 to t, and s2 to t2 respectively, vertex-disjoint. 
t ii ) for some k a 0 there are pairwise disjoint sets A,, . . . , Ak c V-b,, tl, ~27 f2) 
sirclt that 
(a) for ifj. (AA,)nAi =Q), 
lb) for l~i~k,]AA,)<3, 
(~1 if G’ is the graph obtained from G by d’for each i) deleting Ai and adding new 
edges joining every pair of distinct vertices in LIAR, and also for j = 1,2 adding an 
edge e, joining s, to t,, then G’ may be drawn in the plane with no pairs of edges 
crossing except e,, e2 which cross once. 
The proof of this result is very similar to the proof of 2.4 and we omit it. 
Actually, 2.4 may be derived from 4.1, using line-graphs; but we have confined 
ourselves to proving the weaker result because the theorem is prettier and the 
proof is iomcwhat less messy. 
The rc” ider wishing reassur;;;tce that 4.1 is true may obtain it from work of 
Robertson [9]. He has 
proof. He has a good 
problem: 
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proved a theorem stronger than 4.1, and will publish the 
characterization and a good algorithm for the following 
Ij e, f, g are edges of G, is there a cocircuit of G containing all of e, f and g? 
[A cocircuit is a non-empty set a,(X) for some Xc V such that G 1 X and 
G 1 (V- X) are both connected.] 
Robertson showed that this contains the problem of 4.1, by the following ,pretty 
trick. Let G, sl, tl, s2, t2 be as in 4.1, and assume that G is connected; add new 
edges e, f, g with ends s s 1 2, s2tl, tl t2 respectively; then it is easy to see that there 
is a cocircuit of this new graph containing e, f and g if and only if (i) of 4.I is true. 
4.1 itself yields a good algorithm to decide if the two paths exist, as follows: 
Decide if there exists A c V-{s,, tl, s2, t2} with A # 0 and IA(A)1 ~3. 
If “yes”, choose such an A with G 1 A connected; delete A, and add new edges 
joining every pair of distinct vertices in A(A), forming G’. (It is easy to see that 
the two paths exist in G just when they exist in G’.) Repeat with G’ replacing G. 
If “no”, add a new edge ei with ends Si, ti (i = 1,2j to G, forming G’, and test if 
G’ can be drawn in the plane with e,, e2 crossing once and with no other 
crossings. (It is easy to adapt a planarity testing algorithm to do this.) If “yes”, 
then the paths do not exist; if %o” then they do. 
It is easy to give a similar algorithm for the edge-disjoint problem, based on 2.5 
(ii) rather than on 4.1. 
3.2 also has a vertex-disjoint version, for Mader in [8] gave a minimax formula 
for the maximum number of principal paths with no interior vertex in common, 
and this can be manipulated like 3.1 was in Section 3. We omit the details. As for 
algorithms, it is possible to base one directly on 3.2; or one can use Lovasz’s 
polymatroid matching algorithm [5] which, as he points out in [6], can be applied 
to the principal path problems. 
Incidentally, a special case of fhe vertex-disjoint version of 3.2 has been studied 
by previous authors, that is, the problem “given three vertices of a graph, is there 
a circuit using all of them ?” This was solved by Robertson [lo] but he did not 
publish the proof; and later, independently, by La daugh [4]. 
5. Remarks 
We have chosen for the form of our two theorems (2.5 (ii) and 3.2) “F is 
G-separable if and only if F is not jammed in G and there is no E’S E - F with 
(G/E’, F) E $3” where C@ is some constructively characterized list. The reason that 
such a theorem is possible is that if F is G-separable, then F is (GIE’bseparable 
for any E’ E E - F--that is, loosely, separability is preserved under contraction. 
But there are other, possibly more suitable operations which preserve separabil- 
ity; for instance identifying pairs of vertices which are not necessarily adjacent, or 
simply adding edges. We might hope ahe “critically nonseparable” pairs (G, F) 
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under these operations were more easily handled-or at least, that there were 
fewer of them. This is true, but only to a small extent; the sort of theorem we 
obtain is much the same (and the operation we are using is correspondingly less 
familiar). Indeed, using one of these more powerful operations does not change 
the form of 2.5 (ii) at all. For this reason we have preferred using contraction. 
It is natural to ask for analogues of our results for directed graphs. IBut, perhaps 
surprisingly, the corresponding problems are NP-complete. This ~~~)llows from a 
beautiful recent result of Fortune, Hopcroft and Wyllie [2], that the problem “are 
two given vertices of a directed graph contained in a directed circui9” is 
P-complete. 
Back in the undirected case, it should be mentioned that Even, Itai and Shamir 
1 I 1 showed NP-complete the problem “given four vertices sl, t,, s2, f2 of a graph 
G. determine for which values of k,, k2 there are ki paths between si and 
r, 4 i = 1, 2). all pairwise edge-disjoint”. They did not prove that any of the 
4+prohlems with k I, kz fixed are NP-complete, but even the case k, = 2, k2 = 1 
appears very complicated. For example, with G as in Fig. 5, {e,, e2, e,} is not 
G-separable, and G is contraction-minimal with this property, and yet I can see 
no plausible family of examples to which it belongs. 
Finally, it follows from 2.5 (ii) and 3.2 that if G is Eulerian, then F is 
G-separable if and only if F is not jammed, provided that 1 F) = 2 or F has at most 
three ends. In fact this follows under the weaker assumption that the edges in F 
have at most four distinct ends (see [ 121). But it is not true for unrestricted F; the 
graph of Fig. 6 is a counterexample when F = {e,, e2, es, e4}. However, it can be 
shown (see [ 131) that if G is Eulerian and planar, then E is G-separable if and 
only if F is not jammed. 
Fig. 5. 
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